
 

 

 

 

 

  

Notices 

 Reading with your child every day has a huge impact and builds a love for reading which we want every child to have.  

 Please continue to have high expectation of your child’s letter formation and encourage them to be more independent with their writing.  

 This term we want to see your child share their creative sparks, through questioning and their curiosity, please continue to support this at home and share their wonderful learning on Tapestry. 

 On Saturday 19th May the annual Deli farm will be held, starting practising now.  

 

Physical Development 

What ways can you move creatively?  

Dance  

-Sports day dance  

-Performing  

-cultural dance  

-sequencing skills  

 

Multi-skills 

-ball skills  

-moving into space 

-using equipment safety  

-coordination  

-throwing catching  

-team work  

 

Athletics 

-running  

-jumping  

-competition   

-sportsmanship  

-diet and hydration  

 

Handwriting  

-Dough Gym 

-Finger Fit 

- sentence writing  

-letter formation, positioning and pre-

joining.  

 

Communication and Language 

Can I be creative with my language?  

-questioning and curiosity  

-description and imagination  

- open-mindesss  

- discussion  

 

Literacy 

Fiction  

-Jack and the Bean stalk  

-Poem- using your senses  

-Creating a rich vocabulary  

-Rhyming  

 

Non-fiction  

-Instructions  

-Art across the world   

 

Writing 

-sentence writing.  

-letter formation  

-writing toolkit (capital letter, finger 

spaces, punctuation, does it make sense?) 

 

Reading  

-read simple sentences 

-be confident to talk about the story you 

have read and answer questions.  

-sight read tricky words  

-sight read familiar words  

 

 

Expressive Art and Design 

What is creativity?  

-sculptures (Barbara Hepworth) 

-abstract/fantasy art  

-music and dance   

-Transient environmental art (Andy 

Goldsworthy) 

-large scale art (Jackson Pollock)  

-collage (Henri Matisse)  

-scientific drawings 

-imagination  

 

Understanding the World 

Can you spot creative change around you?  

-planting  

-art around the world 

-noticing change  

-art in the environment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

How are you creative?  

-can I take risks and try new skills? 

-can I be brave with my learning and climb 

the beanstalk? 

-I am curious enough to look beyond the 

clouds.  

-working successfully with a partner or small 

group.  

 

 

Mathematics 

-number sentences   

- halving and symmetry  

-doubling  

- mathematical patterns  

-shape and capacity  

- mathematical problem solving.  

 

 

 

 

EYFS: Summer 1 

Our Value: Creativity  

Where will your creativity take you? 
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